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Ab s t ract : We give an approximate t re atment of l on�range 
ab s o rpt ion due to elas t i c  re s c a t t e ring o f  pairs of part i c l e s  
i n  the final s t at e . B y  this metho d w e  e s t imate absorpt ive 
c o rrect ions to Pomeron vertex and propagat o r ,  and di s cu s s  the 
s t rong coupling s c heme of the Gribov cal culus . 
Resume : Nous donnons une app roximat ion s imple pour cal culer 
les e ff e t s  absorptifs dus a 1 1 e change du Pomeron entre part icul e s  
dans l ' etat final. No us e s t imons , a 1 1 aide d e  c e t t e  t e chnique , 
l e s  c o rre c t ions au vertex et au propagateur du Pome ron , et nous 
di s c utons la s o lution de couplage fort du cal cul de Gribov. 
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1 .  THE PROBLEM OF POMERON INTERACTIONS 
The de scription of diffraction scattering as shadow of inelastic 
processes is complicated by the fact that constant cross-sections generate 
long-range correlations in particle production. 
If we adopt , for instance , a multiperipheral dynamics 1 )  for 
purely inelastic production , the Pomeron is , to start with,  a Regge pole 
of unit intercept , generated by iteration of low energy interactions 
( short-range order) . However,  if we take into account the existence of 
such a pole in the production amplitudes ,  several pro cesses can take 
place : 1 )  the Pomeron can be exchanged one or several t imes in the 
t channel 2 ) , giving rise to singl e ,  double , e t c . , diffractive product­
ion 3 ) ;  2) particles can res catter elastically in the final or initial 
state 4 ) ;  3 ) particles can rescatter inelastically,  providing events 
of higher multiplicity per unit rapidity inteval 5 ) .  The magnitude of 
such processes is not known on gene ral grounds , but one can argue that 
they are required by t or s channel unitarity. They provide long­
range interactions in rapidity , and modify the original elastic amplitude 
by powers ( both positive and negative , in general ) of Jn s and Jn .tn s .  
I n  a J plane language , this i s  the effect o f  n - Pomeron branch cuts , 
which if crp( O )  = 1 ,  have all the same intercept and affect the pole 
singularity. 
These theoretical problems with a pure Pomeron pole have been 
stressed  by the experimental discovery of rising P-P cross-sections S )  
7 )  and by the measurement o f  diffractive production o f  large masses • 
These new features have been attributed by several authors s) to the 
Pomeron interactions , even if the interpretation varies widely with the 
model. 
If we consider only the triple-Pomeron coupling gp( t ) , ( Fig. 1 ) ,  
two theoretical approaches have been developed 9 ) : (a )  weak coupling 
scheme. Here only the 2-Pomeron cut is important , and gp( t ) � t ,  so 
that cut effects are of order 1/fu s .  This alternative is , however,  
not  free from both theoretical 1 0 )  and experimental 1 1 )  problems . 
( b )  Strong coupling s cheme . This i s  a non-perturbative approach , in 
which gp(o )  ;f, o ,  and is at all possible because process 2) contribut,es 
negatively to the cross-section. An important progress has been recently 
made in the framework o� the Gribov calculus by Migdal , Polyakov and 
. 1 2) 1 3 ) Ter-Martirosyan and by Abarbanel and Bronzan , who have shown the 
self-consistency of the strong coupling scheme . In a diffe rent frame­
work , it has been pointed out 1 4 ) that non-perturbative effe cts spoil 
the usual decoupl ing arguments in the triple-Pomeron region. 
The purpose of this note is to develop a s imple non-perturbat ive 
treatment of re scattering, and to use it in order to illustrate , from an 
s channel standpoint,  the results obtained in Refs . 1 2 )-1 4) ,  as well as 
some new results.  
2.  AVERAGE RESCATTERING APPROXIMATION 
Consider the problem of calculating absorptive corre ct ions due to 
elastic res cattering of pairs of part icles in the final state of a purely 
inelastic process.  
We assume the basic production amplitude to be a multiperipheral 
matrix element 
r0 ( v .  ) = IT f (v . + - v ·) , n i. 1 l 1 i (1) 
where vi = (b i ,yi ) denote impact parame ters and rapidities of the pro­
duced particles [v0 - (Q,o ) ,  vn = V = (�,Y) ] .  The corresponding ove:r--. 
lap function G0( V-v0 ) is assumed to be a Regge pole of intercept 
a0 = 1 +5 * ) and 4a1 = 1 ,  i . e . , 
*) 
The corre cted production amplitude is 1 4 ) 
r (v ,  . . .  , v ) = 
n o n 
In this approach the intercept is mo dified by res cattering 






S (v) - exp [- �: J"(v)J s2 1 - Zrr J"(v) (4) 
and j ( v) is the effective re s cattering interaction which in lowest  
order approximation is identical to F(v) . 
The overlap function G(v0 1 V )  calculated from ( 3 ) contains 
( k+2 ) - Pomeron vertices in general. If particles are allowed to int er­
act only one time ( g2 = ( � 3/arra• ) << 1 )  one has only 3-Pomeron 
vertices g (Fig. 2 ) .  The calculation can then b e  fo rmally performed 
by knowing the " inelastic Pomeron" propagator in an external field  : 
( dv = ( d 2b/rr ) dy) 
The functional dependence of GA on A(v)  is made explicit by 
introducing particle correlation functions cn( v1 , • • •  , vn) of the original 
multiperipheral amplitude . One has formally 
(6) 
x exp [J dv c1 (v) A(v) + t J dv1 dv2 c2 (v1 ,v2 )  A(v 1 )  A(v2 ) + • • •  J , 
where 
2 F (v) F (V - v) c1 (v) = P 1 (v) = S F (V) 
s2y [ Y 
y (Y - y) exp L- y(Y -
p2 (v1 ' v2 ) = (S2 )
2 
F (v 1 )  F (v2 - v 1 )  F (V - v2 ) /F (V) + l ++ 2  , (7 ' )  
and so on, Of course , Eq. ( 6 )  is useful to the extent that one can keep 
only a few terms in the exponent. S ince cn(v1 , • • • , vn ) vanishes for 
yj >> yi ' this is  really an expansion in de creasing st,rong ordering in 
rapidity. 
In practice , we shall consider two cases : 
(a )  res cattering between particles well separated in  rapidity , for 
which we keep only the single-particle density p 1 ( v ) .  Note from 
its expre ssion ( 7 )  the linear increase of < .])_ >  with y ,  typical of 
multiperipheralism, and the "shrinkage"  effect in the fluctuation 
<(Jl.-<.ll.>
2>. 
( b )  rescattering of particles uniformly spread in rapidity, as in the 
case of Eq. ( 5 ) , under dis cussion, We keep  the two-particle 
density in this cas e ,  but we will see this is actually too na1ve . 
In case (a) , for instance ,  the rescattering factor R,= <rr ]  Si j ] 
2
> 
between particles in the rapidity intervals 1 , 2  and 3 , 4  is given by 
Rio , 3 4  = exp [- B: J dv1 dv11 :f(v" - v1 ) +n] exp :[! + J dv A(v) P 1 (v)l oA oA ' , 2 ' , 4 'J 
Ri 2 R,4  exp [- B1T2 J dv1 J dv" P 1 (v1 )  P2 (v") :f(v" - v' )] . 
l ' 2 3 , 4  
A o  Triple-Pomeron region and residue renormalization 
(8) 
The inclusive distribution of the leading particle ( denoted by 
A ,  of transverse momentum p .L and x = p 11/p . "' 1 )  is usually assumed inc 
2 to be dominated by the triple-Pomeron coupling gp( P.L ) .  Calling 
y = - hi ( 1-x) = hi( s/M2 ) the rapidity gap , and after integration over p.L , 
one ,has 
daA " Bi B8 � 
dy 32rra ' y (9)  
if "'P ( 0) = 1 and gp( 0 )  if 0 .  This l eads to the known hi hi s contri-
bution to cr tot ' which comes from the phase space region 1 << y << Y. 
However
j 
pre cisely in this region 
ions 1 4  coming from rescattering 
in the ( large ) missing mass .  
there are important absorptive correct­
of the leading particle with all others 
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In the single particle density approximation the re scattering 




[- s�:3 J d:,'] = (�JSAg/8n�' (10) y 
The damping provide d  by the factor ( 1 0 )  is now suffj_ cient to make da/dy 
integrable , The resulting constant contribution to cr tot can be inter­
preted as a residue renormalization 
S -+ S l + -P __ 
( g (0) 
J A A 4g ( 11) 
Note that this result depends only on the ratio of the 11inelastic11 
triple-Pomeron coupling gp to the "elastic" one . (The factor of 4 
comes from our way of counting the re scattering contribution. ) 
B ,  Central region and intercept . vertex renormalization 
If we apply the pair density approximation to the central region 
res cattering discussed before , we get from Eq,  ( 5 ) H ) 
G(v0 ,V) 
exp ( �2 (Y2 - Y1 ) /2Y 
J
] 
- ·y- l - (y2 - YI )f2Y . 
1 - (Y2 - Y1) /2Y 
(12) 
Go (V) exp [- � Y ln g2YJ • 
This clearly shows that the intercept renormalization is singular, as 
in the 2nd order infra-red divergent Gribov graph. 
*) We use the approximation y << y1 << Y which in Ref. 1 4 )  is 
justifie d for � !g/Srr� '  << 1 .  This allows the negle ct of  ] 
dependence in ( 9 J  and ( 1 0 ) .  
** ) A similar result , in a multi-Pomeron exchange mode l ,  i s  discussed 
by A.  Schwimmer (Weizmann preprint WIS-74/4-Ph. ) . 
A way out of this difficulty is to argue that higher order 
corrections will give a softening of the triple-Pomeron vertex and 
t t � ( v ) *) h herefore of the effective in eractions J In our approac 
the co rre ctions of Fig. 3 can be approximat ely summe d as follows : 
r (w1 ,J5:1 ,w2 ,!5,2 ) 
(13) J R( ) -(w1+a'k� )y1 -(w2+a'k� )y2 x g dy1 dy2 Y1 ,y2 e - e - , 
where the re scattering factor R is given , in the particle density 
approximation , by [- .&::..112 /y1 




dy" J 2 (y" - y ' ) = 
= exp t � (<Y1 + Y2) ln (Yt + Y2) - Y1 ln Y1 - Y2 ln Y2)] (14) 




1 >> 1 ,  or vice versa,  where the damping factor depends essentially 
on only one variable . One has therefore 
const. g(w1 + a'J5:� + W2 + a'J5:�) , ( 15) 
aside from logarithmic factors , This is the weak coupling result , 
obtained in a dynamical way , as discussed by Bronzan and by Cardy and 
White 1 5 ) 
Although this approach gives a sensible answer for the Pomeron 
propagator , it is rather iterative than self�consistent for the vertex, 
In fact the expre ssion ( 1 5 )  would not reproduce itself if used for 
calculating R in ( 1 3 ) .  
* )  Formally this can b e  shown in the framework of Eq. ( 5 )  by writing 
GA in terms of o GA/oA(v) and applying the part icle density 
approximation to the latter. 
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3 o  SCALE INVARIANT RESCATTERING CORRECTIONS 
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The origin of the singular (negative ) renormalization coming from 
rescattering corrections is the s low decrease of d- (v )  ("-J'-1 ) with 
the rapidity interval y. At first sight any vertex modification giving 
a behaviour 'J- (v) � y-p (p > 1 )  would be enough to give a finite pole 
displacement . However,  higher order corrections involve vertex modifi­
cations l ike E q .  ( 1 3 )  and one can verify that any p with 1 � p < 2 
gives the weak coupling result ( 1 5 ) .  This in turn tends to give a 
different value p 1  > 2 in the effect ive interaction,  and is therefore 
not self-consistent , It seems therefore that a self-consistent theory 
can only have p = 2 .  This corresponds t o  a rescat-cering factor invariant 
under the scale transformation *) 
Yi + 'Ayi , ( 16) 
and in the Gribov calculus , to the solution of Refs. 1 2 ) and 1 3 ) o  
I n  the s channel approacl1 , one can now calculat e ,  as before , 
the propagator and vertex modifications , by us ing an effective inter­
action 
1 2 u2 (- �y2 ) • -11 g '.F(v) + - exp 
y2 
(17)  
The new result that comes out is that both propagator and vertex acquire 
factors of 
have ** ) 
G (v0 ,V) 
y with exponents which are u2 dependent . In fact , we [ u2 Jy dll(Y - 6) ·( !!2 6/2Y J] _ Go (V) exp - Z- 1 62 ( 1  - 6/2Y) exp - -y- 1 - 6/2Y -
oY 
e 
*) We neglect a possible anomaly of � dimensions at this stage 
[ cL , Eqo ( 1 8 ) ] .  
**) We have arbitrarily chosen the rapidity scale y 0 = 1 , s o  that & is scaled accordinglyo 
an d ,  similarly , 
00 
g 01 02 J dy1 dy2 e
-01Y1 e-02Y2 
I 
g 01 02 J 
0 
-�u2 
dx [x(l - x)] 
[ Y1 Y1+Y2 
exp - �
2 
J dy' J 
I Y 1 
dy" ] (y" - y' ) 2 =. 
( 
.ku2 %u2J const . g o: + 02 ' (19) 
where the approximate expression for the re s cattering factor is j us t ified 
in the region 1 << y1 << y2 ( o r  vice versa) which is the important one . 
Le t us make the foll owing remarks : i ) the Pomeron can be renol'­
mali z e d  at crp(o)  = 1  with no harm , by fixing 6 = tu2 • i i) There is a 
reminder of the singular renormal ization resulting in a ( .e.n s ) � b e haviour 
of o
tot 
* ) , where ,,o:d;u2 • i i i ) The shrinkage is slightly modifie d ,  
be ing < J?.
2
>� Y" , \! = 1  + iu2 • iv) The renormal i z e d  vertex b e haves l ike 
or , y = cu2 • The value c = t in Eq_. ( 1 9 ) depends on the way rescattering 
is count e d .  I n  the Gribov cal culus there is a fac t o r  1 2 in the pro-
pagator mo dification s ,  due to the Pomeron identity and a factor of 2 
in the vertex mo dific ations , b e c ause re s cattering can o c cur within any 
of the two outgo ing Pomerons . Thi s  corresponds to c = 2 . 
The se lf- c onsistency of this approach req_uires that the propagator 
and vertex modifications c ombine to give the s c ale invariant rescattering 
we start e d  with. Since the exponent of the rescattering factor contains 
two vert i c e s ,  three propagators and two v integrations , one has to have 
3n - 2y - v -2 ' (20) 
i . e . , the Gribov-Migdal 
9 ) b o o t strap relation. With the above treatment , 
( valid for small u 2 ) and with Gribov counting, one has 
y = 2u2 n l u2 \) = 1 + 1 2 (21) ' 2 4 u  
* ) There is an apparent co ntradi ction b e tween this lo garithmic increase 
of a t ot and the asymptoti cally decreasing result , Eq_. ( 1 2 ) . One 
has to note , howeve r ,  that ( 1 2 ) breaks down at Y � 1 /g 2; if we 
mat ch the two results by putting u2 � g 2 ,en( 1 /g 2 ) , we have , after 
renormalizatiQn , Cl tot � exp( g2Y Jn 1 /g 2Y ) which is increas ing for y << 1; g2 1 2 ;  • 
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implying "'= iu2� 1 /6 
* ) 
The Gribov cal culus solution just discussed raises a variety of 
questions : 1 )  in this theory the rates of processes 1 )-3 ) in the 
Introduct ion have fixed ratios ( 1 : 4 : 2 )  5 ) and manage to give an over-
all negative pole displacement. It would be intere sting to see whe ther 
this i s  the only self-consistent situation. [For instance , the usual 
absorption model gives different rat ios ( 1 :  2 : 0 )  suggested by planar, 
instead of non-planar diagrams . ] 2 )  One may wonder whe ther self­
consistency is really an absolute requirement [ see Amati 
1 6 ) , fo r an 
iterative po int of view]. In fact the final "Pomeron" has little to do 
with the initial one ( no free parameter is left)  and most  of  the physics 
is in the way it is approache d ,  which is not de termined by the asymptotic 
solution. 3 ) The underlying scale invariance sugge sts that reduced 
rapidities 
lations. 
(yi/Y) are the right variables  to describe long-range corre-1 2 ) Asymptoti cally , one has the pre dict ions 
( n) (_22) 
However, one should analyze the pre-asymptotic distributions at ISR 
energies. 
Let us note that inelastic re scattering events are essential for 
the result ( 22 ) , be cause they cancel 5 ) the absorpt ive corre ctions to the 
2-Pomeron exchange Mueller graph. If we est imate those corre ctions as in 
Eq.  ( 1 9 ) ,  we ge t factors of [ Y/y( Y-y ) Ju
2
, i . e . , repulsive interaction 
effects in the plateau, cont rary to ( 22 )  and to experimental trends . 
Therefore the use of conventional ab s�rpt ion model 4 ) seems safer for 
particles separated by large gaps 
a ) , 1 4 ) than in the pionization region, 
where it may overest imate absorptive effe cts .  
* ) Actually "1 = 1 /5 o 5 • The small dis crepancy w� th Refs. 1 2 ) and 1 3 ) is  
due to the fact that we work directly in two transverse dimensions. 
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F IGURE CAPT IONS 
Figure 1 : :  Inclusive definit ion of the triple-Porne ron c oupling 
gp( t ) .  
Figure 2 The c l a s s  o f  Pomeron re s ca t t e rings s ummed by E q .  ( 5 ) .  
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